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OBJECTIVE: To examine the utility of psychotherapy in
managing treatment resistant depression.
DATA SOURCES: PubMed, PsycInfo, Embase, Cochrane
Registry of Controlled Clinical Trials, article bibliographies.
REVIEW METHODS: Eligible articles had to be in English
and include English-speaking adult outpatients from general medical or mental health clinics. Studies had to be
randomized clinical trials (RCT) involving at least one of the
following psychotherapy modalities: cognitive therapy, interpersonal therapy, or behavior therapy. Patients were considered treatment resistant if they reported partial or no
remission following treatment with an adequate antidepressant dose for ≥6 weeks. Exclusion criteria included receiving
psychotherapy at the time of recruitment, and/or comorbid
psychiatric conditions unlikely to be treated outside of
specialized mental health care (e.g., severe substance
abuse). Due to heterogeneity in study designs, a summary
estimate of effect was not calculated. Studies were critically
analyzed and a qualitative synthesis was conducted.
RESULTS: Of 941 original titles, 13 articles evaluating 7
unique treatment comparisons were included. Psychotherapy was examined as an augmentation to antidepressants in five studies and as substitution treatment in two
studies. A total of 592 patients were evaluated (Mean age
~40 y; Females = 50-85%; Caucasians ≥75%). The
STAR*D trial used an equipoise stratified randomization
design; the remaining studies were RCTs. Compared to
active management, two good quality trials showed
similar benefit from augmenting antidepressants with
psychotherapy; one fair quality and one poor quality trial
showed benefit from psychotherapy augmentation; and
one good and one poor trial found similar benefit from
substituting psychotherapy for antidepressants. One fair
quality trial showed lithium augmentation to be more
beneficial than psychotherapy.
CONCLUSIONS: Review demonstrates the utility of psychotherapy in managing treatment resistant depression.
However, evidence is sparse and results are mixed. Given
that quality trials are lacking, rigorous clinical trials are
recommended to guide practice. In the interim, primary
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care providers should consider psychotherapy when
treating patients with treatment resistant depression.
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A

ccording to the World Health Organization, major depressive disorder (MDD) is the leading cause of disability
in the developed world.1 It is associated with increases in
health care utilization, functional impairment, and mortality.2
Of the estimated 13% that will experience MDD in their
lifetimes, 20% will experience chronic depression and 60-85%
will experience relapse or recurrence.2,3 Providers have access
to several effective and efficacious treatment options, including
a wide array of antidepressant medications4–8 and psychotherapeutic interventions.9–13 For chronic MDD, a combination of psychotherapy and medication has been found to be the
most effective.14,15 Such diversity of treatment alternatives is
necessary, as fewer than 50% of patients fully remit after an
adequate trial of antidepressants or psychotherapy.16–19
MDD patients who do not fully remit after initial (“Step 1”)
treatment are thought to have treatment resistant depression, defined
as an inadequate response to at least one trial of an antidepressant, at
an adequate dose, for 6 weeks or longer.20 According to guidelines,
treatment resistant depression may be treated with four Step 2
strategies: augmenting current regimens with another antidepressant, substituting current regimens with another antidepressant,
augmenting treatment through adding psychotherapy, or substituting psychotherapy for antidepressant medications.21–23 However,
studies have shown that it is more common to consider medication
changes than to consider psychotherapy.24,25 This may be in part
related to insufficient empirical consensus regarding the use of
psychotherapy in treatment resistant depression.
To address this issue, the current systematic review aimed
to determine whether substituting or augmenting current
antidepressant treatment with psychotherapy is effective for
treating adults with treatment resistant depression.

METHODS
We searched published literature in PubMed, Embase, PsycInfo, Cochrane Database of Controlled Clinical Trials, and
643
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bibliographies of articles for relevant randomized clinical trials.
Searches were conducted based on three concepts: a) depression or depressive disorder; b) treatment resistance/refractory
depression; and c) psychotherapy. Sources were searched from
database inception to 07 September 2010 and the study
population was limited to adults 18 years and older.
To be eligible for inclusion, articles had to be published in
English and include English-speaking adult outpatients from
general medical or mental health clinics. Studies that recruited
patients exclusively from specialty medical clinics (e.g., heart
failure clinics) were excluded to yield samples reflective of a
primary care patient population. To be eligible, trials had to
involve at least one of the following psychotherapy modalities:
cognitive therapy, interpersonal therapy, or behavior therapy.
These were selected because they have the strongest empirical
support in the treatment for depression.26
Patients were considered treatment resistant if they experienced either partial or no remission after being treated with
adequate dose of an antidepressant for at least 6 weeks.
Studies were excluded if patients were receiving psychotherapy
at the time of recruitment, and/or if patients had comorbid
psychiatric conditions that were unlikely to be treated by
primary care clinicians (e.g., suicidal ideation, severe substance abuse). Two of the authors who were trained researchers (RBT, JAN) independently reviewed citations identified
through the literature search. Articles clearly not meeting the
inclusion criteria were excluded at the title and abstract level.
The remaining articles were identified for full text review; those
that did not meet inclusion criteria were excluded. Disagreements were resolved through discussion between the two
reviewers and full consensus was achieved at each stage.
Study characteristics and results for included RCTs were
synthesized along the following parameters: definition of
treatment resistant depression; type of psychotherapy; comparator; setting; sample size; inclusion/exclusion criteria;
age/sex/race of sample; duration of current depressive episode; number of prior episodes; number of hospitalizations;
number of suicide attempts; interviewer-rated depression
severity (if applicable); self-reported depression severity (if
applicable); and duration of follow-up.
The overall quality of each study was rated based on the
following characteristics: completeness of follow-up (<30%
drop-out rate, <10% differential drop-out rate considered
optimal); method to address incomplete data; adequacy of
randomization; adequacy of allocation concealment; outcome
assessment blind to intervention allocation; and whether there
was stated or implied conflict of interest. Because of considerable heterogeneity in study designs, a summary estimate of
effect was not calculated. Instead, studies were critically
analyzed and a qualitative synthesis was conducted, which is
summarized in narrative and evidence tables (Appendix A;
available online).

RESULTS
Our search identified 941 unique articles; 893 were excluded
at the title and abstract level, and 35 were subsequently
excluded following full-text review (Fig. 1). Thirteen articles,
representing six unique studies, were included in the final

1349 Records identified through database search
(Pubmed=346, PsycInfo=219, Embase=294,
Cochrane Database=490)

408 Duplicates Removed

941 Records
893 Excluded after Title/Abstract
Review (age<18 years, nonEnglish speaking populations, not
an RCT, recruited from specialty
medical clinics e.g., heart failure
clinics)
48 Full-text Review
35 Excluded (did not use relevant
psychotherapy, did not recruit
patients with treatment resistant
depression, combination treatment
at baseline)
13 articles representing 7 trials
(Including two arms of the STAR*D Trial)

Figure 1. Literature flow.

review and are described in detail under Appendix B (available
online).20,23,27–37 One of the studies—the STAR*D trial—examined psychotherapy in separate treatment arms as either an
augmentation or substitution treatment. Because each
employed a unique comparison group, these two arms were
treated as separate studies in this review. Therefore, the
narrative and evidence tables summarize seven studies, with
the caveat that these are from six trials since two of the studies
represent separate arms of the STAR*D trial.

Sample Characteristics
A total of 592 patients were evaluated. Participants were
recruited from mental health and primary care clinics. Three
studies (including both STAR*D arms) were conducted in the
United States, three in the United Kingdom, and one in
Canada. Sample sizes ranged from 24 to 304 participants;
two studies contributed 78% of the subjects.23,33 Average age
was approximately 40 years. Females comprised half to eighty
percent of the studies’ participants, and Caucasians represented at least 75% of the racial makeup in the three studies
that reported race. The average length of patients’ current
depressive episodes ranged from 30 to 123 weeks, with the
average number of lifetime depressive episodes ranging from
2.2 to 8.5. Depression severity was measured prior to initiating
Step 2 treatment in all studies using self-report measures.
These characteristics are summarized in Table 1 and show
significant heterogeneity in depression severity and chronicity.
To determine treatment resistant depression, studies used
different criteria (Table 2) but followed similar methodology.
First, a baseline diagnosis of MDD was confirmed. Second,
patients underwent antidepressant treatment at a pre-defined
adequate dose. Third, patients were evaluated using a validated
measure of depression severity to ensure residual symptoms of
MDD. All studies except Harley et al. (2008) reported criteria used
to determine initial depression diagnosis. Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale (HAM-D) scores, either singly or in combination
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Table 1. Sample Characteristics

Study

Thase et al. 200723
(Augment)

Sample size, n
Psychotherapy
65
Comparator
117
Age, y (M ± SD)
Psychotherapy
40.6±11.5
Comparator
39.7±13.5
Female, n (%)
Psychotherapy
41 (63%)
Comparator
78 (67%)
Caucasian, n (%)
Psychotherapy
52 (80%)
Comparator
99 (85%)
Duration of current episode, wks (M±SD)
Psychotherapy
129±214
Comparator
87±206
Number of prior MDD episodes (M±SD)
Psychotherapy
7.3±14.1
Comparator
4.6±5.4
b
Baseline HAM-D scores
Psychotherapy
17.8±5.7
Comparator
16.0±6.7
Baseline selfQIDS-SRd
report scores
Psychotherapy
11.9±4.3
Comparator
12.0±4.6
Setting
MHC & PCf
Location
U.S.A.

Thase et al. 200723
(Substitute)

Scott et al.
200033

Harley et al.
200828

Kennedy et
al. 200337

Blackburn and
Moore 1997a27

Wiles et al.
200835

36
86

80
78

13
11

23
21

17
20

14
11

43.4±14.7
41.5±13.3

43.5±9.8
43.2±11.2

41.8

40.7±12.5
37.7±11.3

37.8±13.1
40.1±12.7

45.5±12.8
45.1±11.1

22 (61%)
53 (62%)

37 (46%)
41 (53%)

18 (75%)

12 (52%)
12 (57%)

17 (77%)a
17 (65%)a

12 (85.7%)
9 (81.8%)

28 (78%)
63 (73%)

_

20 (83%)

_

_

_

76±135
115±234

62.9
56.4

28.7±18.8
41.8±53.6

126±170
120±161

30.4±6.1
29.9±5.6

86%>1 yr
82%>1 yr

8.7±18.8
8.4±16.0

2 (median)
2 (median)

Not
reported

2.1±1.5
2.3±1.4

4.1±3.4
3.2±2.2

Not reported

16.4±6.2
16.0±6.7
QIDS-SR

12.1±2.7
12.2±2.9
BDIc

16.2±4.5
18.6±4.7
BDI

12.1±2.2
11.6±1.9
BDI

11.8±6.3
10.6±6.8
BDI

Not
administered
BDI

11.2±4.3
12.1±4.6
MHC & PC
U.S.A.

21.7±7.7
22.3±8.0
MHCe
England

27.3±8.8
27.4±11.7
MHC
U.S.A.

22.7±8.6
22.4±10.3
MHC
Canada

20.4±11.1
19.7±14.2
MHC
Scotland

31.1±8.5
26.8±6.8
PC
England

a
HAM-D, BDI and QIDS-SR scores for this study based on smaller number that enrolled in phase 2 of the study following initial treatment with
antidepressants; bHAM-D = Hamilton Depression Scale; cBDI = Beck Depression Inventory; dQIDS-SR = Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms-Self
Report; eMHC = Mental Health Clinic; fPC = Primary Care Clinic

with Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) scores, were the most
common measure of residual depression although Wiles et
al. (2008) used the Revised Clinical Interview Schedule to
determine whether patients continued to meet ICD-10
criteria for MDD.

Study Design & Interventions
The two STAR*D studies used an equipoise stratified randomization design, that is, patients were allowed to refuse randomization
to non-preferred treatment arms and were randomized only
within those arms which they deemed acceptable. The remainder
used true randomization. Follow-up durations ranged between 8 and 104 weeks. Psychotherapy was examined as an
augmentation strategy in five studies and as a substitution
strategy in two studies. One study used dialectical behavior
therapy,28 whereas all others used cognitive therapy as their
psychotherapeutic intervention.
Patients in the comparison groups were taking antidepressant medications from a wide array of classes. Four of the
comparison groups received medication in a maintenance
condition, and three of the comparison groups received an
active systematic alteration to their medication regimens
(including both arms of the STAR*D trial). Retention rates
ranged from 25% to 100%. All but one study35 used the HAMD as their clinician-administered severity rating tool along
with a self-report measure of depression. Three studies
reported a sample size calculation. We rated three studies

as good quality, two as fair quality, and two as poor quality.
Study design and intervention details are provided in Table 3.

Psychotherapy as Step 2 Treatment
Table 4 summarizes outcomes of all the studies. The good
quality STAR*D trial20,23,31,36 was a multistage, multicenter
trial that examined both cognitive therapy and medication as
either augmentation or substitution treatments to initial
treatment with citalopram. Treatment resistant depression
was defined as having HAM-D ≥14 after 14 weeks of citalopram use. The unique equipoise-stratified randomization
design allowed patients to refuse randomization to treatment
strategies that they found unacceptable. Less than one third of
participants agreed to true randomization, resulting in asymmetrical sample sizes in the treatment arms and inadequate
power to detect small or moderate effects in the cognitive
therapy arms. Although this may have adversely impacted
internal validity, accounting for patient preferences improves
applicability.
In the augmentation arm of STAR*D, 180 patients with
inadequate response to initial citalopram treatment received
augmentation through cognitive therapy (n=65) or antidepressants (n=117). Cognitive therapy patients received 16 sessions
over 12 weeks and continued citalopram, while patients on
antidepressants had citalopram augmented with bupropion or
buspirone. While participants in both conditions improved,
post treatment analyses found no significant differences
between the two groups for percent remitted on the HAM-D,
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Table 2. Criteria to Determine Treatment Resistant Depression

Study

Thase
et al. 200723

Scott
et al. 200033

Harley
et al. 200828

Kennedy
et al. 200337

Blackburn and
Moore 199727

Wiles
et al. 200835

Criteria
for initial
MDD
diagnosis

Hx of MDD;
HAM-D≥14

Not Reported

HAM-D=17≥16

Unipolar MDD
using SADSa;
HAM-D≥16

Step 1: Current
AD use
Step 2: BDI≥15 &
adherent with
AD treatment
(Morisky Scale)

1st step ADb
treatment:
Type and
Dosage

Citalopram
20 mg/day
titrated to
40 mg by
week 4
if needed; Max.
60 mg/day
by week 6

MDD episode
in previous
18 months
according
to DSM-III-R;
residual
symptoms
for ≥8 weeks
Tricyclic AD,
SSRI, atypical
AD, or MAOI;
Min. dose
equivalent to
125 mg
amitriptyline

As prescribed
by non-study
psychiatrist

Moclobemide
(300-600 mg/day)
OR Paroxetine
(20-40 mg/day)
OR Sertraline
(50-200 mg/day)
OR Venlafaxine
(75-225 mg/day)

As prescribed by
non-study general
practitioner

1st Step AD
Treatment:
Duration
Was 1st AD
step
treatment
provided in
the study?
Criteria
to Determine
Persistence
Following
1st Step
AD Treatment

14 weeks

≥6 weeks

8-14 weeks

Yes

≥8 weeks
(at least 4 weeks
of adequate dose)
No

As prescribed
by non-study
practitioner;
Equivalent to
100 mg
amitriptyline
OR 45 mg
phenelzine OR
20 mg Sertraline
16 weeks

No

Yes

No

No

HAM-D≥14

HAM-D≥8 & BDI≥9

MDD on
SCID-Ic

HAM-D=8-15

Moderate symptoms
on BDI and
HAM-D>11

ICD-10 diagnosis
of MDD based on
Revised Clinical
Interview Schedule

a

≥6 weeks

SADS = Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia; bAD = Antidepressant; cSCID-I = Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R, I

defined as HAM-D ≤7 (cognitive therapy=23.1%, antidepressants=33.3%; p>0.05) or for mean scores on the QIDS-SR
(cognitive therapy=8.2, antidepressants=8.2; p>0.05). The
retention rate was 91% in the cognitive therapy condition and
81% in the antidepressant condition.
In the substitution arm of STAR*D, patients discontinued
citalopram and either switched to 16 therapy sessions over
12 weeks (n=36) or switched to treatment with bupropion, sertraline, or venlafaxine (n=86). Similar to the augmentation arm,
patients in both treatment groups improved to a similar degree
(percent remitted on the HAM-D, cognitive therapy=25.0%, anti-

depressants=27.9%. The retention rate was 83% in the cognitive
therapy condition and 73% in the antidepressant condition.
Another comparison in the STAR*D trial evaluated augmentation with cognitive therapy.29,30,33,34 One hundred and fifty-eight
patients were randomized to clinical management plus cognitive
therapy (n=80) or clinical management alone (n=78). Cognitive
therapy was delivered in 16 sessions over 20 weeks, with 2
booster sessions. Clinical management comprised of 30-minute
appointments with psychiatrists every 4 weeks. The a priori
sample size of 160 gave 80% power to detect a reduction in
relapse rates from 40% in one group to 20% in the other at p=

Table 3. Study Design and Interventions
Study

Thase et al. 2007
(Augment)23

Thase et al. 2007
(Substitute)23

Scott et al.
200033

Harley et al.
200828

Kennedy et
al. 200337

Blackburn and
Moore 199727

Wiles et al.
200835

Duration of
follow up, wks
Study design

14

14

20

16

8

104

~16b

Equipoise Stratified
Randomization
Augment

Equipoise Stratified
Randomization
Substitute

RCT

RCT

RCT

RCT

RCT

Augment

Augment

Augment

Substitute

Augment

Cognitive therapy

Cognitive therapy

24
AD Augment

24
AD Substitute
Yes
Good

Group
DBTa
16
AD
Continue
No
Fair

Cognitive
therapy
12
Lithium
Augment
No
Fair

Cognitive
therapy
27
AD
Continue
No
Poor

Cognitive
Therapy
9.5
AD Continue

Yes
Good

Cognitive
therapy
16
AD
Continue
Yes
Good

Augment or
Substitute?
Psychotherapy
Intervention
# of sessions
Comparator
Power calculation
Quality rating
a

DBT = Dialectical Behavior Therapy; b12-20 sessions for 4 months were planned; however, mean follow-up duration was not reported

No
Poor
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Table 4. Results of the Psychotherapy Intervention

Study

Thase et al. 2007
(Augment)23

Retention rate,
Psychotherapy
59 (91%)
Comparator
95 (81%)
Post-treatment HAM-D (M±SD)
Remission:
Psychotherapy
23.1%
Comparator
33.3%
Effect Size
NS
Post-treatment
BDI Scores (M±SD)
Psychotherapy
8.2±5.1
Comparator
8.2±4.8
Effect Size
NSb
a

Thase et al.
2007 (Substitute)23

Scott et al.
200033

Harley et
al. 200828

Kennedy
et al. 200337

Blackburn
and Moore
199727

Wiles et al.
200835

30 (83%)
63 (73%)

61 (76%)
66 (85%)

10 (77%)
9 (82%)

17 (74%)
15 (71%)

6 (35%)
5 (25%)

14 (100%)
9 (81.8%)

Remission:
25.0%
27.9%
NS

8.7±5.3
9.4±5.3
NSa

11.3±5.3
17.1±6.2
d=1.45

14.8±9.9
9.2±6.7
d=.32

8.6±5.6
9.3±7.2
NS

N/A

9.1±5.4
9.1±5.0
NS

13.8±9.6
16.1±10.0
NS

15.1±12.1
25.9±16.3
d=1.31

19.9±10.3
15.1±11.4
NS

14.2±9.9
18.1±13.1
NS

Scores not reported;
ITT analyses regression
co-efficient=-8.4 (95%
CI: -21.9, 5.1)

NS = Not significant at p<0.05; bResults are for QIDS-C

0.05 at baseline. Treatment resistant depression was defined as
having HAM-D ≥8 and BDI ≥9 after at least 8 weeks of adequate
antidepressant treatment. Retention was measured as participating until relapse or until the end of the study at 68 weeks,
resulting in a 76% retention rate in the cognitive therapy
condition and an 85% retention rate in the clinical management
condition. While participants in both conditions improved, post
treatment analyses found no significant differences between the
two groups for mean scores on the HAM-D (Cognitive therapy=8.7,
Clinical management=9.4; p>0.05) or BDI (Cognitive therapy=
13.8, Clinical management=16.1; p>0.05). A limitation of this
study is that it allowed patients with partially remitted depressive
symptoms and no diagnosis of MDD to participate. In summary, all
of the three “good” quality studies supported the utility of
psychotherapy in the treatment for treatment resistant depression.
A small, fair quality trial compared a dialectical behavior
therapy group (DBT) (n=13) to a waitlist control group (n=11).28
Intervention patients received 16 weekly sessions of a 90-minute
coping skills group; however, they remained on antidepressants
and could continue individual psychotherapy provided it was not
cognitive therapy. Waitlisted patients continued treatment as
usual. Treatment resistant depression was defined as residual
depression following stable adequate antidepressant treatment for
at least 6 weeks. Post-treatment analyses showed greater clinical
improvement in the DBT condition based on HAM-D (F=4.63, p<
0.05) and BDI scores (F=9.50, p< 0.01). The retention rate was
77% in the DBT group and 82% in the WL condition. Study
quality was limited by the small sample size and confound of
allowing patients to continue in individual therapy.
In another fair quality trial, 44 patients had their antidepressant augmented with either 12 sessions of cognitive therapy (n=
23) or lithium carbonate (n=21).37 Patients in the lithium
condition were seen every 2 weeks for medication check-up; those
receiving cognitive therapy were seen every 4 weeks. Treatment
resistant depression was defined as having HAM-D scores
between 8 and 15 after 8-14 weeks of antidepressants treatment.
Post-treatment analyses showed lower HAM-D scores in the
lithium condition compared to the therapy condition (t=
2.02, p<0.05). No significant difference was found for BDI
scores. The retention rate was 74% in the therapy condition
and 71% in the lithium condition. A limitation of this study
is that it only included partial responders to initial antidepressant treatment (i.e., HAM-D between 8 and 15) and

excluded non-responders (i.e., HAM-D ≥16). It also did not
report a sample size calculation and likely lacked sufficient
statistical power to detect clinically important differences.
One poor quality study examined the efficacy of cognitive
therapy as a substitution strategy by randomizing 37
patients to cognitive therapy (n =17) or continuing antidepressant (n=20).27 Patients in the cognitive therapy condition
received 27 sessions over 104 weeks. Patients in the antidepressant condition received a medication of their prescriber’s
choice and were seen approximately every 3 weeks. Treatment resistant depression was not specifically defined in this
study, but after 16 weeks of antidepressant treatment,
patients continued to have depressive symptoms at a level
comparable to that of the other patient populations included
in this review (see Table 1). Post-treatment analyses found no
significant differences between the two groups for mean
scores on the HAM-D (Cognitive therapy=8.6; Antidepressant=9.3; p>0.05) or BDI (Cognitive therapy=14.2; Antidepressant = 18.1; p > 0.05). Significant study limitations
included: poor retention rate (<35%), lack of statistical power,
unorthodox length of cognitive therapy, and lack of operational
definition for treatment resistance.
Finally, a poor quality feasibility study examined cognitive
therapy as an augmentation strategy by randomizing 25
patients to cognitive therapy (n=14) or usual care (n=11).
Patients in the cognitive therapy condition received a median
of 9.5 sessions over 4 months. No restrictions were imposed on
the usual care group. Treatment resistant depression was
defined as adequate dose of antidepressant for at least 6 weeks
(based on chart review and self-report), BDI ≥15, and ICD-10
criteria for MDD as determined by the Revised Clinical Interview
Schedule (CIS-R). This study used the BDI as its primary
outcome measure; no clinician based measure was administered at follow-up. In intent-to-treat analyses, the cognitive
therapy group showed an 8-point reduction in BDI scores after
controlling for multiple covariates; however, the results were not
statistically significant (Regression coefficient = -8.4, 95%
CI: -21.9, 5.1). No raw scores were provided. Significant study
limitations included a small sample size, lack of a clinician
administered depression measure, and lack of baseline data on
history of depression.
In summary, two good quality, moderate sized trials showed
benefit when treatment was augmented with 16 sessions of
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cognitive therapy, as compared to antidepressant treatment.
Another moderate-sized, good quality study showed benefit
when existing antidepressant treatment was substituted with
cognitive therapy. Of the two fair quality trials, augmenting
treatment with psychotherapy was found to be beneficial in one
but not the other. The two small, poor quality studies showed
similar benefit when existing antidepressant treatment was
either augmented or substituted with cognitive therapy.

DISCUSSION
The key observation that emerges from a systematic review of
the literature is that current evidence examining the effect of
psychotherapy as augmentation or substitute therapy for
treatment resistant depression is sparse and reveals mixed
results. The three good quality studies, one fair quality study,
and two poor quality studies all demonstrated that psychotherapy may be beneficial in managing treatment resistant
depression whether used as a substitution or augmentation
strategy. One fair quality study demonstrated that medications
may be better than cognitive therapy. We conclude that
although evidence is sparse, psychotherapy appears to be
effective and is a reasonable treatment option for treatment
resistant depression.
The utility of psychotherapy in treatment resistant depression is further supported by various theoretical and clinical
reasons. First, maladaptive cognitions and behaviors endemic
to MDD may lead to chronic depressive symptoms. Such
cognitions and behaviors may be best modified with psychotherapy techniques such as cognitive restructuring, behavioral
activation, or skills training. This is especially true when
patients are experiencing acute stressors (e.g., divorce), where
psychotherapy may improve patients’ long-term outcomes.13
Second, antidepressants have side effects which may increase
in number or severity upon adding another antidepressant.
Side effects are known to reduce quality of life and increase the
chances of non-adherence, thereby interfering with the treatment
of MDD.38 Using psychotherapy can help mitigate the issue of
side effects. Third, patients may not respond to antidepressant
treatment, may prefer not taking medications, or may become
frustrated at the lack of response to treatment regimens. For all
these reasons, psychotherapy may be an important treatment
option for treatment resistant depression.
Despite these advantages, treatment via psychotherapy continues to face numerous barriers. First, access to psychotherapy
can be limited if patients live in underserved areas. This issue is
exacerbated by the greater time commitment required to receive
traditional psychotherapy, which often requires weekly or biweekly
face-to-face contact, typically for an hour each appointment.
Second, the relative cost of delivering psychotherapy compared to
antidepressants can be a barrier. The short-term costs of psychotherapy are typically higher, especially when delivered by a mental
health professional such as a psychologist.39,40 However, psychotherapy may have more favorable cost profiles when mid to longterm outcomes are examined.39,41,42 In addition, psychotherapy
may have unique economic advantages in the domains of work
absenteeism,43 treatment of medical comorbidities,44 and
relapse.32 A recent study examining the cost-effectiveness of
psychotherapy in treatment resistant depression concluded that
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adjunctive cognitive therapy was more costly but also was more
effective than antidepressants alone.32 Because treatment resistant depression is both common and costly,45 large, high quality,
long-term randomized trials are needed to evaluate both the
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of different treatment
strategies for patients with treatment resistant depression.
One strategy to increase access and cost-effectiveness of
psychotherapy involves collaborative care. Recent research
has shown that training non-mental health professionals
(e.g., nurses) to provide brief psychotherapeutic interventions
are effective in reducing depressive symptoms.46–48 Collaborative care models involving depression care managers have
been shown to improve the quality of depression care,
symptom severity, patient satisfaction, and functional impairment.8,40 A few of these trials utilized empirically based
psychotherapy as a treatment option for treatment resistant
depression.47,49 Unfortunately, psychotherapy in these trials
was delivered as part of a package of collaborative care and its
unique contribution to improved outcomes cannot be
assessed. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that training nonmental health professionals to deliver brief psychotherapy
may improve outcomes in primary care patients without
excessively burdening limited resources.

Limitations
Several limitations of the current literature emerged upon
review. First, few RCTs exist that adequately address the
question of treatment resistant depression. Whereas each of
the included studies addressed a portion of the research
question, none of the studies provided a complete answer nor
did an evidence synthesis across the studies provide an
entirely satisfactory answer. Most studies appeared to be
underpowered to detect moderately large treatment effects.
Conclusions are tempered by the heterogeneity in study
designs and patient populations, as well as the limited number
of good quality trials.
Second, there was significant heterogeneity in the definition
of treatment resistant depression as well as the measures used
to determine MDD. Measures included clinician-administered
scales (e.g., HAM-D), self-report scales (e.g., BDI), diagnostic
criteria (DSM-III-R, DSM-IV, ICD-10), and clinical judgment.
Third, the majority of trials used cognitive therapy. Traditionally, cognitive therapy requires a minimum of 12-16 sessions
and is often delivered by trained experts. As a result, it is
questionable whether the psychotherapies reviewed are suitable for use in primary care settings or will be accepted by
primary care patients. Brief therapies such as problem-solving
therapy have been adapted by non-mental health professionals as first step treatments in primary care settings, with
demonstrated effectiveness.40 Newer interventions continue to
be adapted for treatment within primary care settings. For
example, a recent study examining the cognitive behavioral
analysis system of psychotherapy (CBASP) found no effects of
psychotherapy in treating treatment resistant depression.50
This study was excluded because of the limited empirical base
of CBASP; nonetheless, well-designed trials such as this one
are necessary to evaluate the efficacy of using these newer
and/or briefer therapies in primary care settings. Fourth and
finally, we were unable to comment on the fidelity to psychotherapy protocols from the published studies. Future reports
should provide information regarding treatment fidelity to
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ensure that the real world applicability of the research is
accurately represented.

Future Directions
There is a pressing need to examine psychotherapy as a second
step treatment in patients who have not responded to initial
antidepressants treatment. This may be addressed in two
ways: 1) re-analysis of existing data from trials in which
patients with treatment resistant depression are recruited, or
2) conducting studies designed to examine this question. As a
field, it is important to develop a standardized, operational
definition of treatment resistant depression to facilitate comparisons across studies.51 Finally, comparative effectiveness
studies that compare the effects of augmentation or substitution of psychotherapy to acceptable treatment options will help
elucidate the utility of psychotherapy in the treatment resistant population. Future investigations should also address the
cost-effectiveness of different treatment options. Ideally, studies designed for this purpose would involve longer follow-up, as
well as measures of direct costs, indirect costs, costs associated with comorbid non-psychiatric conditions, and societal
costs. Collectively, these studies will help improve treatment of
this important clinical population.
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